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Fiscal 1978 Statistical Summary

APPROPRIATIONS AND ALLOTMENTS
State Appropriation for Bureau administration.................... $
State Aid for regional public library systems....................
State aid for direct grants to cities and towns.................

359,707
2,610,489
2,218,142

State Funds Sub-Total........................................

5,188,338

Federal funds allotment for LCSA-Title 1 .........................
Federal funds allotment for LSCA-Title II........................
Federal funds allotment for LSCA-Title III.......................

1,443,533
0
72,418

Federal Funds Sub-Total......................................

1,515,951

Grand Total State and Federal Funds......................... $ 6,704,289

STAFF (FTE Positions)
Authorized Positions
Professional.................................................
Sub-Professional and Clerical................................
Total.........................................................

35
30
6I>

CERTIFICATION ACTIVITIES
Professional Certifications by examination.......................
14
Professional Certifications by library school degree............
85
Sub-Professional certifications..................................
73
Provisional sub-professional certifications......................
56
Replacements...................................................... — --------- L
Total.........................................................

229

Financial Statement
Commonwealth of Massachusetts in Account with the Board of Library Commissioners

July 1,1977-June 30,1978

Account No. 7036-0101

Appropriation for the Board of Library Commissioners

Personal Services.....
Services, non-employees
Expenses..............

$

276,717.00
400.00
82,590.00

$359,707.00

Expenditures
Personal Services..........................................
Expenses :
Housekeeping supplies................................
Electric light........................................
Travel................................................
Printing 8 binding...................................
Office repairs £ replacements........................
Books § related materials............................
Postage...............................................
Stationery £ office supplies.........................
Telephone § telegraph................................
Membership dues.......................................
Rentals...............................................

,

Balance at End of Fiscal

★

250,417.05
70.00
2,600.00
6,729.00
4,050.00
3,768.06
20,603.00
180.00
6,649,39
12,300.00
25.00
24,540.00

81,514,45

Total...............

331,931.50

Year*...........................

27,775.50

Unexpended salaries for new positions authorized but not released.

Publications of Note
Linking Informational Needs: Massachusetts Long Range Program for
Library Development 1978 Supplement
An update to the Massachusetts Long Range Program publication to
identify present and projected needs to libraries, comment on the
state of the art, and outline action programs for meeting goals in
areas of evaluation and training, public relations, and the blind
and physically handicapped.
Compiled by the LSCA unit of the Massachusetts Board of Library
Commissioners.
Access II: A Guide to Massachusetts Post-Secondary Facility Libraries
Serving Persons with Special Needs
A booklet designed to assist blind and physically disabled persons
in locating materials, equipment, and services offered by academic
libraries, and to be used as a guide for agencies and libraries.
The informational materials was supplied by academic libraries
throughout the Commonwealth and compiled by the LSCA unit for Services
to the Blind and Physically Handicapped.
Massachusetts Library Automation Survey 1978
A directory of library automation activities which identifies the
nature and extent of automated activities in Massachusetts libraries.
Compiled by the Consultant for Library Automation.
Data for Massachusetts Series
Public Library Personnel Report
A statistical report which enables rapid comparison of FY 1978 support
and activity levels among Massachusetts public libraries.
Comparative Public Library Report
Reports salary and staffing information for Massachusetts public
libraries on a comparative basis in a standardized statistical format.
The Data for Massachusetts Series is compiled by the Planning § Research
Unit.
MediaWrite
An 8-page newsletter issued 10 times yearly by the Board of Library
Commissioners, MediaWrite offers news of interest to the Massachusetts
library c o m m u n i ^
i i i ^ d by the Public Information Unit.
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NOTES
A 2-page newsletter issued periodically during the year to inform the
Massachusetts library community of matters under consideration and
actions taken by the Board of Library Commissioners, as well as notices
of meetings, available publications, and other information.
Issued
by the Public Information Unit.

No. of Issues

Publication:
88th Annual Report of the Board
of Library Commissioners

1

MediaWrite

9

LSCA Title I:
Report 1976

Special Projects
1

Comparative Public Library Report

1

Public Library Personnel Report

1

Access II

1

Massachusetts Library Automation Survey

1

Linking Informational Needs: Massachusetts
Long Range Program for Library Development
1978 Supplement

1

Chairman's Report

The Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners can designate
this fiscal year as a hallmark in its history.
It was a most
ambitious year in which an excitement for the future of libraries
in the State of Massachusetts was created.
O n December 28, 1977, the Board of Library Commissioners officially
became an independent state agency under the Office of the Secretary
of Educational Affairs.
Years of effort were rewarded when Governor
Michael Dukakis signed a reorganization bill. The separation of the
Board from the Department of Education marked the beginning of higher
visibility for both the agency and the cause of Massachusetts libraries.
The reorganization bill was unanimously approved by the Education
Committee of the House.
Largely through the efforts of Mary Spillane,
staff legislation specialist who spent endless days at the State House,
was this bill successful in 1977. A year earlier, this bill had
failed due to lack of legislative support.
The Board also holds in high esteem the support for this legislation
that was received from the Massachusetts Library Association, the
Massachusetts Library Trustees Association, Commissioner of Education
Gregory Anrig, and Secretary of Educational Affairs Paul Parks.
This legislation increased Board membership from five to nine members,
which broadened Board representation in terms of geographic and
professional diversity.
In March, the Governor appointed six
commissioners to the Board, four representing the expansion and two
to fill vacancies.
The Board lost three valuable and respected commissioners during the
fiscal year: Dr. Virginia Biggy, Bennett Wilson and Veniette O'Connor.
Dr. Biggy, who resigned, marked her achievements with the Board, both
as chairman and commissioner, with an outstanding attitude of
faithfulness and support.
Bennett Wilson, whose term expired, spent
countless hours working in the Board's behalf.
Later in the year, the
Board was saddened by the death of Veniette O'Connor.
Although
her tenure on the Board was brief, she contributed an unmatched talent
for a sharp analysis of problems and solutions.
N e w commissioners appointed to the Board included: Adelaide Gulliver
of Brookline; Margaret Mullin of Osterville; Irene Podger of Wellesley
Hills; Joan Rosner of South Hadley; James Ryder of Concord; and
Samuel Sass of Pittsfield.
T h e year was also marked by a change in directorship.
Charles Joyce,
Director of the Bureau of Library Extension (now Board of Library
Commissioners) resigned in October, and the Board appointed Assistant
Director Alice Cahill as acting director.
Mr. Joyce had a considerable
impact on the agency over the years and his efforts were centered on

his strong sense that the creation of a state agency would be a key
factor in the development of library services in Massachusetts.
Through this belief, he built an agency staff of excellent personnel.
A n o t h e r highlight for the future development of Massachusetts libraries
was the Governor's Conference on Libraries and Information Services.
Governor Dukakis attended the April conference in which representatives
from both the Massachusetts citizenry and the library community
voiced their concerns on library development. The resolutions adopted
at this meeting, and at its final session scheduled for March 1979,
will be taken to the White House Conference on Libraries and Information
Services in the fall of 1979.
Legislation had both its peaks and valleys during this year. Congress
saw fit to extend the Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA) for
five years.
In Massachusetts, these funds are a necessity as the state
has not been able to provide adequate funds to support satisfactory
library services.
On the state level, House Bill No. 1278, an act to
further regulate state aid to free public libraries, was not enacted.
If it had passed,the per capita grant formula would have increased from
37% cents to 62% cents for municipalities with populations over 2,000.
It is expected that the Massachusetts Library Association will file
a new bill with the same formula in fiscal 1979.
The agency staff monitored the progress of the U.S. District Court
case, the Right to Read Defense Committee of Chelsea et. al. v. the
School Committee of Chelsea et. al, a case which had little legal
precedent.
The case was initiated when the Chelsea high school
librarian sued the Chelsea School Committee for the return of the book,
Male and Female: Under 18, to the library. The book was removed
without regard for the First Amendment right.
In September, the Board of Library Commissioners issued this
statement in support of the plantiffs:
The Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners
supports the legal actions of the Right to Read
Defense Committee of Chelsea and its co-plantiffs,
which include the Massachusetts Library
Association, in their effort to insure the exercise
of their constitutional rights under the first and
fourteenth amendments to receive and disseminate
information and ideas free from official censorship.
These principles of intellectual freedom embodied
in the first amendment have been restated in the
Library Bill of Rights and the Freedom to Read
Statement of the American Library Association and
endorsed by the Massachusetts Board of Library
Commissioners.
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Interested and enthusiastic volunteers headlined the progress
of the committees established by the Board of Library Commissioners.
Their efforts toward providing the Board with advice on the improvement
of library services deserve recognition and appreciation;

Massachusetts State Advisory Council on Libraries
Members are representatives of all types of libraries and users.
Efforts continued during the year to increase the effectiveness of
the Advisory Council.
The procedures for reviewing and evaluating
special project grant applications were refined to enable council
members to participate.
Inquiries to members indicated that they
were satisfied with the procedures and their participation in the
process.

Committee on Certification of Librarians
Membership includes librarians from academic, public, and special
libraries.
The Committee submitted to the Board of Library
Commissioners proposed changes in the regulations for certification
program pertaining to:
(1) upgrading the prerequisites for
establishing eligibility to take the examination;
(2) increases in
the certification fees; and (3) recognition of Associate degrees
from two-year library technology programs for eligibility to receive
the certificate of sub-professional librarianship.
"Regulations Pertaining to the Certification of Librarians" became
effective on November 17, 1977, the date of publication in the
Massachusetts Register.

Minimum Standards of Free Public Library Services Committee
An ad hoc committee on Minimum Standards was appointed to review the
1973 edition of the standards and make recommendations to the Board
for proposed changes.
The Board's staff liaisons workbd with the
Committee in providing input for revisions to the personnel standards.
During FY 1978, there were five Committee meetings during which
recommendations for changes to the personnel standard were developed.
These recommendations were presented to the Board as a new position
statement of the standard after approval by the Committee at its
meeting of May 22, 1978.

Thus, the future of libraries for all residents of Massachusetts is
illustrated with great promise. However, in the wake of this
extraordinary year, lies the undercurrent of a taxpayers' revolt.
No
one is certain whether the Proposition 13 issue out on the west coast
will gain momentum here in Massachusetts.
But unless the Massachusetts
library community as a whole speaks up now in a very loud voice for
proper funding, libraries may soon be among the casualties.
The
constituency has to alert users of the serious dangers of drastic
budget cuts and loss of local support for libraries.
Then, everyone
concerned may benefit.
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The extension of the Library Services and
Construction Act (P.L. 95-123) with its revisions
during the fiscal year had a meritorious effect
on the funding of the state agency.

To comply

with the requirement that the State match
administrative costs with non-federal funds, it
was necessary to seek funding for additional
positions from the Massachusetts General Court
and then to secure the release of the funds from
State Administration and Finance Department.
The other action on the federal scene which
directly affected this agency was the
recentralization of the library services program
in Washington.

During the time the program

was regionalized, Arlene Hope served as the library
program officer for Region I until her retirement
in February.

Following her suggestions and

recommendations always meant that one prepared
a better report, planning document, evaluation
method, etc.

At the end of the state's fiscal

year, June 30, 1978, Massachusetts had not been
assigned a new program officer.

Jjj-|e
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Two statewide projects were carried out which
involved large numbers of libraries in the grant
process.

Librarians serving communities with a

population between 10,000 and 25,000 participated
in an Interlibrary Loan Improvement Project.
Grants were made for the purchase of bibliographic
tools which would assist librarians to identify
more accurately materials needed to satisfy
patron requests, thus enabling them to participate
more effectively in the regional ILL program.
The project has provided documentation of severe
inadequacies in the reference holdings of many
libraries.

A number of librarians indicated that

this kind of retrospective collection development
is needed for circulating as well as reference
materials.
The Board of Library Commissioners learned that
tight budgets do not permit libraries to keep up
with the current publishing output, let alone
relace standard, worn-out, or lost titles.

There

is also evidence that too many ILL requests are
placed for materials which even small libraries
should supply locally.
Another statewide project which attracted over
60 participants was the Legal Reference Development
Grant.

Two areas where public librarians are

currently receiving many requests and for which
they feel they are unprepared are health-related
and legal questions.

As a follow-up to a series

of legal workshops, grants were made to participants
to enable them to buy some of the legal materials
they had learned about.

The initial feedback from

librarians has been very positive.

Institutional
Libraries

M u c h of the time of the consultant staff has been
spent laying the groundwork for future library
development in state institutions.

Corrections,

which has always shown the most interest, now has
libraries in all the major institutions.

Even they

experience their ups and downs with frequent changes
in the administration being reflected in changing
views and support of library services.

In a few

county jails, libraries have been established with
the cooperation of interested public libraries.
Emphasis this year was placed on working with the
Department of Mental Health.

Since the Department

is reorganizing, it has presented some difficulties.
It has been necessary to concentrate efforts upon
those facilities which it is anticipated will remain
open even after community-based institutions are
developed.

The only libraries at present in these

institutions serve the professional staff'

there is

little understanding of the need for or support of
libraries for patients.

Viable ways must also be found

to serve patients who will be moving to community-based
institutions.

ft« * ;
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Physically
Handicapped

A number of projects which both improve town
services to the handicapped and help raise their
visibility have been undertaken.

They include

sponsoring the taping of programs in Italian and
Portuguese for the use of qualified blind and
physically handicapped persons within Massachusetts
and the production of over 100 titles for registered
readers from the Massachusetts Regional Library
for the Blind and Physically Handicapped.

A grant

was made to the Regional Library to enable it to
add program personnel including readers, advisors,
and a bibliographic services librarian.
The Board of Library Commissioners still anticipates
the day will arrive when there will be a better
organization of service at the state level for this
program which continues to be treated somewhat as
an orphan.

In ter library
Cooperation

During FY78, interlibrary cooperation activities
were supportive of the overall goal of the
Massachusetts Long Range Program -- equal opportunity
of access for all residents of the Commonwealth
regardless of p h y s i c a l o r o t h e r restrictions -and the Board's legislative mandate under the
Comprehensive Library Media Services Act to
coordinate multi-type library development and
cooperation.
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Cooperative trends in Massachusetts at the local
level, developments within the New England region
and the status of networking at the national level
are evidence that Massachusetts is in the beginning
stages of planning and research needed to design
and implement a statewide multi-type network.
However, in these initial stages, awareness of the
state-of-the-art is crucial to insure compatability
with developments at the regional and national
levels.

The LSCA unit hosted a meeting in June to discuss
the status of automated serials data bases and
union lists of serials in Massachusetts.

The meeting

brought together representatives from consortia
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who are current recipients of LSCA Title III
funds for projects in these areas as well as other
members of the Massachusetts library community.

The

meeting indicated the potential for promoting
future cooperation among these multi-type consortia
and the development of prospective LSCA Title III
proposal with greater state-wide impact.

Professional

The objective of the Professional Personnel project

Personnel

is to demonstrate that small communities can support

Project

a professional library director position and realize
the benefits that a professional trained librarian
can bring to library services and programs.

All

communities with less than 10,000 population, with
a full time work week, and without any professional
librarian on the staff are eligible to apply for
grants.

Two paths to the project objective are

available:

grants may provide direct salary payments

to support a new professional director position for
up to one year; or may support the current head
librarian's study for the MLS degree with payments
for tuition and expenses.
were awarded.

In 1978 four grants

In Westminster a professional library

director was hired for the first time, three
comm uni tit?^ _ ^Leicester, West Boylston, and Norfolk -

received grants to support their head librarians-
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study for the MLS degree.

This project was

administered by Donald Buckholtz of the Planning
and Research Unit.
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Non- Print
Media

The highlight of the year was the Summer Media
Institute conducted jointly with another state
agency, Massachusetts Educational Television.

The

two-week program, held at the Northfield Mount
Hermon School in Western Massachusetts, offered
academic credit from Boston State College.

The

curriculum, derived from a state-wide needs
assessment conducted in October, included courses
in video, Super-8 Filmmaking and 35mm photography.
There were 70 enrollments in these production
courses.

Evaluations from the participants gave

conclusive evidence that there was a high degree
of satisfaction and enthusiasm as to the content
and usefulness of the program and the expertise
of the instructional team.

A

newsletter type of publication, A-V Memo, was

initiated this year to raise awareness among
public librarians of the importance of non-print
media in today's world and, hence, the need for
a stronger emphasis in this area in our libraries.
It provides information and tips on equipment,
materials, and interesting programs in Massachusetts
libraries.

Vi deo activities continued to have a strong
emphasis with the staff of the Non-Print Media
Program deeply involved in media production,
training, and consulting on video projects.

A
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slide/tape production was undertaken in November
to publicize the services of the Placement and
Referral Unit.

The Video Clearinghouse catalog

was expanded to include over a hundred titles.
One hundred eleven videotape programs were
duplicated in response to librarians requests this
year.
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Technical
Services

D u r i n g the year Technical Services and the
Resource Center area were combined to become the
Library Operations unit.

The integration of work

assignments made possible by the operational
change proved functionally effective.
The juvenile book collection was phased out and
awarded to the Massachusetts Council of Chief
Librarians in Public Higher Education;

it will

ultimately benefit the teaching programs and
training needs of several state colleges.
The adult collection was further streamlined to
include only media in the area of library science,
information science, and allied disciplines.
The book collection was expanded to include a
major new subject area, AUTOMATION, which
was acquired comprehensively to serve the information
needs of staff and the library community.
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Regional
Services

D u r i n g Fiscal Year 1978 one project in particular
can be identified as a major accomplishment
relating to the improvement of services:

the

reorganization of interlibrary loan and bookmobile
services in the Western Region.

One of the most

exciting and satisfying aspects of the reorganization
was the cooperative process through which the plan
for reorganization evolved.

Planning for the

improved services was carried out by the the
Western Region and the Board of Library
Commissioners.
The plan overhauled ILL and bookmobile services
representing the first significant overhaul of
these basic programs since the inception of
the Region in 1962.

It is particularly noteworthy

because it consolidates the administrative
aspects of the programs, thereby saving time,
money, and effort, while indicating
decentralized service points which assure
maintenance of communication.
W i t h the implementation of the reorganization
plan, bookmobile and ILL services have been
improved by (1) stabilizing vehicle and
administrative costs; (2) increasing the availability
of materials through improved collection
coordination and development;

(3) enabling the

Region to employ the development of bookmobile
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schedules based on need as opposed to geography;
(5) established one bibliographic service center;
(6) reducing the turnover time for ILL request to
24 or 48 hours; (7) increasing the availability
of funds to be used for the purchase of materials;
(8) providing a base for an improved communications
structure; and (9) providing a center which can
properly address the reference needs of Regional
patrons.
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Placement
and
Referral

D u r i n g 1978 the operation of the Placement
Referral Service remained essentially unchanged
while the rate at which positions were filled
by the service declined slightly.

Fifty-two

(23%) of the positions listed were filled by
registrants referred by the Service.

The 230

positions listed marked a significant increase over
the 182 openings listed in 1977.
The Minority Fellowship Program continued to place
greater emphasis on the practicum required of
fellowship recipients.

After introductory

assignments with the staff of the Board of Library
Commissioners fellows were assigned to area
libraries offering varied and challenging
opportunities for practical experience during
their final two sessions of graduate study. Special
thanks are due to the staff of Robbins Library in
Arlington, the Boston Public Library, and the
Watertown Free Library for their cooperation in
providing practicum programs for fellows in 1978.
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Direct
State Aid

Duri n g FY 1978 (July 1, 1977-June 30, 1978)
there were 300 applications filed for direct state
grants out of 344 Commonwealth municipalities
that could have filed for grants had they (a)
chose to apply;
during FY 1977.

(b) met standards of performance
These standards are legislated in

the Massachusetts General Laws, CH. 78, s. 19A,
and 19B as further amended by Ch. 636, Acts of 1970
and regulated by the Board of Library Commissioners
in the "Minimum Standards of Free Public Library
Service,

rev. ed. 1973.

O f the 300 applications filed with the BLC, 292
municipalities were certified by the Board to
receive grants.

The total FY 1978 expenditure

against the Board's direct state grant account
was $2,086,024.00.

Payment from the State

Treasurer's office went to 242 cities and towns
with over 2,000 inhabitants.

The balance of payment

in the amount of $49,475 went to 50 towns having
under 2,000 population.

Of these 292 municipalities,

29 were certified with reservation by the BLC
because they did not meet certain minimum standards
during FY 1977 (July 1, 1976-June 30, 1977).
(Dne city and six towns did not meet the personnel
requirements for library director established by
the Board in the Minimum Standards and, thus, did
not receive grants.
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fv^unicipalities that participated in the program
for the first time were Clinton, Mashpee, and Truro

A

comparison of the FY 1977 and FY 1978 state

grant program shows no change in the number of
applications filed.

However, there was a slight

increase in the number of municipalities certified
with reservation by the Board.
Twenty-nine received grants with reservation in
FY 1978 compared to 23 in FY 1977.

There were

six municipalities, a higher number than usual,
which were certified with reservation on the
basis of not meeting the standard set for
percentage to be expended for books and related
materials.

Certification
of Librarians

Commissioners issued 331 certificates in the followin

Program

categories:

During fiscal year 1978, the Board of Library

° 112 professional certificates based on an
MLS degree;
°11 professional certificates based on
examination;
°109 sub-professional certificates;
°92 provisional sub-professional certificates;
"7 replacement certificates.
There were fourteen applicants for the professional
certification examination given on June 15, 1978;
of the eleven who passed the examination, nine
were employed in public libraries and two in
school libraries.
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Planning
and
Research

In December, 1977, the Board of Library Commissioners
adopted Regulations Relating to Submission of
Annual Report Data By Public Libraries of
Massachusetts, which delineates conditions and
procedures for data collection as well as
submission, to

assure the validity of the data it

collects pursuant to MGL c. 78 s. 19A and 19B.
Adherence to these annual reporting requirements
will increase the reliability of comparisons local
libraries prepare from the Data for Massachusetts
series when justifying annual budget requests to
municipal authorities.

Similarly, consistent

reporting will increase the Board's capacity to
knowledgeably evaluate minimum standards of library
servive and adherence to existing standards.

Non-Resident Borrowing
The data-gathering phase of the second statewide
survey of non-resident borrowing was completed
in December, 1977.

Analysis of the accumulated data

to identify existing borrowing patterns and to
delineate core areas of non-resident borrowing
activity is complete.

An analysis of the social

and economic characteristics of these core areas
is in progress.
This year-long survey was designed in part to
provide raw data for the evaluation of the
reciprocal borrowing standard for direct state aid
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and the formulation of longterm solutions to
fiscal problems engendered by non-resident use.

Copyright
W o r k s h o p s and individual consulting assistance
were part of a continuing effort to appraise
Massachusetts librarians of the impact of the
General Revision of the Copyright Law (P.L.
94-553) that went into effect on January 1, 1978.
To support this work, a strong professional
collection focusing on those provisions effecting
library service and the resulting responsibilities
of librarians was developed and housed at the agency.

Governor's
Conference
on Libraries
&
Information
Services

Libraries for the People, By the People" was
the theme of the Massachusetts Governor's Conference
on Libraries and Information Services that was held
in Boston April 26-27.

Each state is to host a

similar conference as a prelude to the first White
House Conference on Libraries and Information Services
that will be held in the fall of 1979.
The Massachusetts meeting represented the first
major library conference at which lay persons
represented the majority of attendants.

Lay persons

from all socioeconomic categories and professions
were invited to meet with professional librarians
to discuss the future of libraries on the local, state
and national levels.

A total of 180 delegates,

two-thirds lay, were selected to attend the
conference by the Citizen's Advisory Committee.
Channing Bete, Jr. of Greenfield, whose father, a
former BLC Commissioner, originated the idea of
the White House Conference, was selected chairman.
Prior to the conference, Governor Michael Dukakis
appointed a 46-member Citizens Advisory Committee
to plan and implement the meeting.

Behind the

scenes, the BLC staff was actively involved in the
preparations.

A slide/tape, entitled with the

conference theme, was produced by the Non-Print
Unit and the Public Information Office to promote

the cause of libraries.

Information on the

conference and libraries was widely distributed
throughout the state.
Governor Dukakis opened the two-day session with
the challenge for delegates to bring their
perspectives to bear on providing access to resources
that are adequate to meet the changing informational
needs.

Delegates met in workshops to address

issues concerning libraries and develop resolutions.
During the plenary voting session that followed,
32 resolutions were adopted that covered such
key areas as user needs, funding, access,
networking, technology, school libraries and media
centers, public relations, copyright, and specialized
library services.
Before the final session of the Governor's
Conference is held in March 1979, seven regional
Speak-Outs will be held across the state to garner
public opinion on existing library services and
concerns for the future.

At the final session,

resolutions developed from Speak-Out discussions
will be voted on, and delegates will be elected
to represent Massachusetts at the White House
Conference.

